Lee Silverman voice treatment (LSVT) mitigates voice difficulties in mild Parkinson’s disease
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Abstract

Background: Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a progressive neurological disorder and many PD patients experience some type of voice and speech disorders during the course of illness. In this study, the aim was to investigate the effect of Lee Silverman voice treatment (LSVT) on improving voice difficulties in patients with mild PD using voice handicap index (VHI).

Methods: This interventional study was conducted on 23 PD patients who were randomly divided into 2 groups: a treatment group (PD-T) (n=13) and a no-treatment group (PD-NT) (n=10). Neurologically healthy control (NNC) group consisted of 13 healthy participants who did not suffer from voice and speech problems and were matched with PD group by age (50-65 years), sex, and education. VHI questionnaire was completed a day before the start of LSVT and a day after the treatment fulfillment for the PD-T group; the same time spots were applied for the PD-NT and NNC groups. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS Statistics 22.0 and significance level was set at 0.05. The multivariate analysis of variance and repeated measure analysis of variance were used for data analysis.

Results: PD groups showed a significant weakness in VHI scores before treatment compared to NNC group (p<0.001). The mean of VHI scores for PD-T, PD-NT, and NNC groups before treatment was 44.3±11.23, 43.5±6.10, and 8.15±4.27, respectively. LSVT was successful in improving VHI scores in PD-T group (17.23±5.35, p<0.001). However, no improvement was observed in PD-NT group (44.00±5.88).

Conclusion: Improvement in VHI score could be the result of ameliorated self-monitoring and self-regulation created by LSVT.
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Introduction

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a chronic neurodegenerative disorder characterized by progressive loss of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra. PD is the second most common neurodegenerative disorder after Alzheimer’s disease (1). In addition to motor symptoms (tremor, rigid muscles, bradykinesia), many PD patients also suffer from non-motor deficits, such as mood and behavioral changes, language impairment, sleep disorders, cognitive dysfunction, and speech impairment known as hypokinetic dysarthria (2). Approximately, 70% to 90% of patients with PD show some type of speech disorders during the course of the disease (3-5). These disorders may be one of the primary indicators of PD (6), however, only 37% of PD patients receive speech therapy (7).

Dysarthria associated with PD can be treated with medication and surgical treatments, such as deep brain stimulation of subthalamic nucleus (STN-DBS) and speech therapy methods (8). Over the years, various methods have
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↑ What is “already known” in this topic:
The Voice Handicap Index (VHI) has been found to be sensitive to various voice difficulties as shown in Parkinson’s disease (PD). VHI has been applied to measure the effectiveness of diverse treatments in improving voice and speech disorders in PD.

→ What this article adds:
This study detected improvements in VHI scores, which may be due to the ameliorated self-monitoring and self-regulation developed by LSVT.
been presented by speech and language pathologists to improve communication in PD patients. Conventional treatments involved speed-controlling strategies to improve the intelligibility of speech (9) and alternative communicative strategies (10). Reviewing articles discussing the effectiveness of these treatments showed varied results, and the continuity and generalizability of the acquired skills were also limited (11). The Lee Silverman voice treatment (LSVT) is one of the most widely used speech intervention methods in hypokinetic dystarthritis associated with PD (12), with which PD patients have achieved short- and long-term therapeutic results (13-15). The 5 main concepts in the LSVT are as follow: (1) focusing on loudness, (2) high-effort vocalization, (3) intensive therapy plan, (4) calibration or knowledge of the amount of effort needed to raise the voice, and (5) quantity of effort needed to raise the voice, and (5) quantification or evaluation of the patient’s performance as a tool for motivation (16). LSVT both improves vocal loudness and reduces the negative effects of PD on communication. Also, it positively affects speech intelligibility, pitch changeability, speed, and vocal cords adduction (16-19). LSVT is an intensive speech treatment, conducted individually and by a trained speech and language pathologist. LSVT program targets vocal loudness and increases phonation efforts through various speech exercises and self-monitoring (19). The purpose of LSVT is to enable the patient to automatically use a louder and a good-quality voice in everyday life (14, 16, 17, 20, 21).

It is highly important to examine the vocal changes associated with the duration of the disorder or previous treatments (medical, surgical, behavioral) (22). Voice Handicap Index (VHI) is a tool to quantify the patient’s perception of his/her own impairment due to vocal problems (23). The effects of voice handicap disabilities on quality of life (QoL) have been shown in different studies (24, 25). VHI has been proved to be sensitive to various voice disorders, such as in PD patients (23, 26-32). In a recent study by Guimarães et al, VHI was used as a valid and reliable tool in patients with mild to moderate PD, however, further research is required for severe PD cases (33). In addition, this questionnaire has been used to study the effectiveness of various treatments in improving voice and speech disorders in PD (34-36), for example, the effect of LSVT on voice disorders (7, 37-41).

Taking into account the growth in the elderly population in most countries across the world, the prevalence of neurodegenerative diseases accompanying communication disorders is also rising (42).

Thus, nowadays, rehabilitation sciences should focus on early identification and management of hearing, speech, and language disorders in chronic aging diseases, such as PD. Previous studies have already shown the usefulness of LSVT program for patients with PD severity of higher than 2 (according to the diagnostic H&Y scale) (7, 37-41). However, to date, no research has demonstrated to what extent this well-known voice therapy method could be helpful to those in the early stage of the disease. Thus, in this study, it was hypothesized that an early LSVT program could be more advantageous in relieving voice disorders, assessed with VHI, in patients with a mild PD compared to a control matched group.

Methods

Participants: This interventional study was conducted on a group of PD patients and a healthy neurological control group (NNC) aged 50-65 years. Patients with PD included 23 participants who were randomly assigned into the treatment group (PD-T, n=13, mean age=56.64±4.70 years, 7 females and 6 males) and no-treatment group (PD-NT, n=10, mean age=57.82±3.46 years, 5 females and 5 males). The names of the patients were recorded based on a number and they were randomly divided into 2 groups by a person who was unaware of the research plan. The NNC group consisted of 13 healthy participants (mean age=56.14±3.30 year, 7 females and 6 males) who did not suffer from voice and speech problems. They were matched with PD patients by age, sex, education, cognitive status, and level of depression. Inclusion and exclusion criteria for the NNC group were similar to those described for the patient group (Table 1).

A total of 23 patients with idiopathic PD (IPD), diagnosed by a neurologist using UK Parkinson’s Disease Society Brain Bank clinical diagnostic criteria, were included in the study (43). Inclusion criteria were as follow: disease severity of stages 1 and 2 (mild) (44, 45) according to the Hoehn & Yahr scale (46); diagnosis of IPD 1 to 8 years earlier (mean duration since diagnosis=4.67±1.24 years) (47); and using Levodopa medication (48, 49). Moreover, the patient’s medication status did not change during the assessment period and LSVT (18, 50), participants had to be monolingual native Persian speakers, right-handed (8, 51), have a normal or modified range hearing (14), and have complaints about voice and speech (7).

Exclusion criteria were as follow: history of stroke, head trauma or brain surgery (48, 52); using treatments other than medications, such as L-dopa (including DBS surgery of the STN) (48, 51, 52); and a history of laryngeal surgery or damage (7, 51). Furthermore, individuals with depression severity of above 10, according to the geriatric depression scale (GDS) (53), and those with impaired general cognitive ability according to Mini-mental State Examination (MMSE) test (score of less than 26 of the maximum score of 30) (54-57) were excluded from the study. None of the patients had undergone any other type of speech therapy before or during this study (5).

The control group consisted of 13 healthy participants (7 females and 6 males) who did not have any history of voice and speech problems or speech therapy. They were 50-65 years old, with a mean age of 56.14 ± 3.30 years. According to the speech and language pathologist, they did not suffer from any voice problem and were matched with the PD patients by age, sex, and education.

This study was supported by Iran University of Medical Sciences (grant number: 6114/105/#93). All patients completed the consent form to participate in this study. Treatment was conducted free of charge for all patients. The Persian version of the VHI questionnaire (58) was completed by the patient a day before the start of treat-
ment and a day after the study fulfillment. Assistance was provided to patients by one of the research team members if they needed help to complete the questionnaire.

**Voice Handicap Index**

The VHI questionnaire is self-administered and consists of 30 questions, which are scored from 0 (never) to 4 (always). These 30 questions are equally divided into 3 aspects: functional, physical, and emotional aspects of voice disorders. The functional subscale (VHIF) examines the impact of voice problems on the everyday life of the individual. The physical subscale (VHIP) evaluates the patient’s self-perception of laryngeal discomfort and voice output characteristics. The emotional subscale (VHIE) assesses the patient’s emotional responses (30).

VHI is scored between 0 to 120, with 120 indicating the maximum inability perceived by the patient due to voice problems. Each subscale is scored between 0 to a maximum of 40 (36). The Persian version of the VHI questionnaire was used in this research (58). The results of the study revealed a high internal consistency (high Cronbach’s α for the total score (0.86), physical (0.84), emotional (0.91), and functional (0.86) subscales). Also, a significant discrimination coefficient and high clinical validity and reliability of the Persian VHI was confirmed in this study (58).

**Voice treatment**

LSVT was conducted on PD patients by one of the authors (A.S.), certified by LSVT Global Inc., according to its main treatment protocol, published by Ramiq et al. (16). This treatment consists of 16 individual therapy sessions (four 1-hour sessions per week for 4 successive weeks), which was performed very similarly for all patients. This treatment comprises of multiple repetitions (15 times and more), maximum effort of the individuals, and daily tasks. The complexity of the exercises increases during 4 weeks by increasing the cognitive/motor load of the exercises and increasing the duration and difficulty of the speech assignments. Exercises can be done at home (2). The treatment program was performed individually in a quiet room. Clinical assignments used in LSVT were first translated into Persian by a speech and language pathologist who was fluent in both English and Persian (39).

**Statistical analysis**

All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS Statistics 22.0 at a significance level of 0.05. Normally distributed data were analyzed using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. Because of the normal distribution of the data (p≥0.401), parametric statistical tests were applied. The multivariate analysis of variance was conducted to compare VHI score and its subscales in the 3 groups (PD-T, PD-NT and NNC). A repeated measures analysis of variance was conducted to compare VHI score and its subscales in the first and the second assessments in every group. F values, p-values, estimations of the effect size (ES) (partial η²), and observed power were reported for the statistical analyses. An ES of less than 0.05 was considered small, an ES of 0.50-0.79 medium, and an ES of 0.80 or above large (59). The Tukey post-hoc test was performed for multiple comparisons of group means in each measurement.

**Results**

The demographic characteristics among the groups studied in this research are presented in Table 1. The mean MMSE score in the experimental group was 28.35 and 29.57 in the control group. These statistics indicate a lack of significant intergroup difference (p=0.071). The mean severity of disease in the experimental group was 1.46 (mild severity), and the mean depression score was 2.71 in this group. However, this was 1.57 in the control group, suggesting the lack of significant intergroup differences (p=0.065).

The results of the VHI and its subscales (VHIE, VHIP, VHIF) in the first assessment (before starting the treatment) were compared among the 3 groups. Compared with the NNC group, the PD groups showed significantly higher scores in all measurements, including the VHI (p≤0.001, η²=0.836, power=1.000), and its subscales VHIE (p≤0.001, η²=0.572, power=1.000), VHIP (p≤0.001, η²=0.805, power=1.000), and VHIF (p≤0.001, η²=0.847, power=1.000) (Fig. 1). No significant difference was observed between the 2 PD groups in the first assessment (VHI, p=0.966; VHIE, p=0.815; VHIP, p=0.577; and VHIF, p=0.489) (Fig. 1).

A significant difference was observed between before and after treatment (first and second assessment) results in VHI and its subscales (VHIE, VHIP, VHIF) scores in the PD-T group (p≤0.001). However, no significant difference was found between PD-NT (p=0.054) and NNC (p=0.068) groups in the first and the second assessments (Fig. 1).

After LSVT (second assessment), significant differences were observed in VHI scores among the 3 groups (p≤0.001, η²=0.903, power=1.000) and its subscales: VHIE (p≤0.001, η²=0.784, power=1.000), VHIP (p≤0.001, η²=0.849, power=1.000), and VHIF (76, p≤0.001, η²=0.853, power=1.000) (Fig. 1).

**Discussion**

In this study, the effect of LSVT on improving voice difficulties was examined using the VHI in patients with

---

Table 1. The demographic characteristics of the 3 groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Age (year)</th>
<th>Education (year)</th>
<th>GDS score</th>
<th>MMSE score</th>
<th>Disease severity (H&amp;Y)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD-T</td>
<td>56.64</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>15.32</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>2.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD-NT</td>
<td>57.82</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>15.87</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>2.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNC</td>
<td>56.14</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>15.64</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GDS, geriatric depression scale; MMSE, mini-mental state examination; NNC, neurologically normal controls; PD-T, Parkinson’s disease-treatment; PD-NT, Parkinson’s disease no-treatment.
mild PD. The main findings of this study were as follow:

(1) The scores on the VHI and its subscales in patients with mild PD were significantly higher compared to the control group; (2) the scores on the VHI and its subscales in the PD group demonstrated remarkable improvement after the LSVT.

Based on findings of previous studies, 78% of the patients with early PD show some type of vocal disorder (44, 58). Assessing patients using VHI, as a tool to study vocal disorders from the individual’s perception, showed a significant weakness in PD patients compared to the control group, indicating the presence of vocal disorder in PD patients in the early stages of the disease. In this study, LSVT significantly improved VHI scores in PD patients. This finding indicates that PD patient’s perception of his/her voice problems improves after treatment. VHI is a perceptual self-evaluation of the voice that can show the effect of voice problems and related therapies on the patient’s quality of life (60), thus, this finding signifies the advantages of LSVT on mitigating voice difficulties in mild PD. LSVT includes 3 important features: (1) voice is the target of the treatment; (2) the mode of the procedure is intensive and high effort is accompanied by neural plasticity principles (19), motor learning theory (61), and skill learning theory (62), and (3) calibration (2). VHI scores in PD patients in this study improved after treatment. This change could have been due to calibration, which affects the sensory, internal cueing, and neuropsychological deficits and leads to generalization of the treatment outside the therapy session and to other speech situations (2). In fact, LSVT seems to help the patient to recognize the effort needed for a loud voice and to use it in everyday life (2), which results in improved VHIF scores in this study.

As presented in previous studies, LSVT is effective in improving laryngeal function (18). Improvement of laryngeal function in PD patients participated in this study may have played a role in improving VHIF scores after LSVT treatment. Furthermore, LSVT can modify voice quality, vocal loudness, speech quality, and speech intelligibility (2). Therefore, the patient’s self-perception of his/her own voice and vocal disorder (VHIE) may improve after LSVT. This finding is in line with previous studies that examined the effect of LSVT on VHI in patients with more severe PD (H&Y≥2) (37-41).

In this study, LSVT significantly improved the scores of VHI and its subscales in PD-T group, but the score of this group still exhibited a noticeable difference with those of the NNC group. This difference might have been due to the abnormal neural drive to speech periphery and abnormal sensorimotor gating (2), which may not be entirely improved even by early LSVT intervention. This hypothesis, however, needs to be investigated in future neuroimaging and neurobehavioral studies. Recent studies
support the effectiveness of rehabilitation programs, such as LSVT, in early stages of the PD (63,64), as early treatment may slow down the progression of speech symptoms; and if done before other diseases (depression, fatigue, dementia) worsen, it can lead to optimal treatment outcomes (2).

Limitations
The number of participants in this study was low, as patients mostly referred for treatment in advanced stages of the disease, and it was difficult to find patients with mild PD who also had other inclusion criteria. Moreover, monitoring the long-term effects of the treatment can provide useful information about the durability of LSVT program in the long-term (13,14), which was not possible due to patients’ lack of cooperation. Thus, investigating the long-term effects of LSVT is suggested in the early stages of PD.

Conclusion
This study showed improvement of VHI and its subscales by LSVT in patients with mild PD, which may be the result of improvements in perception of one’s own voice through self-monitoring and self-regulation created by LSVT.
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